The primary objection brought by conservative lobby groups against school boards which consider including sexual orientation in their Human Rights policy is that anti-heterosexism educators will "recruit" youth into a homosexual lifestyle. See Campey et al.

The tourist population of Banff remains predominately white. Visitors come primarily from the United States, England and Japan (see Hock and Sisco). Maclear notes that the peak will be renamed after the Chinese-Canadian climber who was the first to reach its summit.
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CAROL A. ADAMS

Time After Time

Time after time
I am seduced by the art work of nature

It captivates me with swift sketches of Red Cardinals on a still canvas of air, entices me in the black velvet brush stroke of a river meandering through snowy ravines, captures me beside ocean whitecaps highlighting against a backdrop of night sky

More and more, as I ponder the constancy of beauty, nature lies in wait to tempt me with design in the midst of a tapestry that is never complete.

Carol A. Adam's poetry appears earlier in this volume.